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By Terrence Aym

Perhaps eclipsing the discoveries of Troy and King Tut’s tomb is the

discovery of Atlantis. Now, two daring scientists, Paul Weinzweig and

Pauline Zalitzki, claim they’ve found it. They discovered the submerged

ruins of the ancient city off the shores of Cuba. In the distant past the

region was dry land, but now only the island of Cuba remains above

water. The ancient city is 600 feet below the ocean and the team of

researchers led by Weinzweig and Zalitzki are convinced it is

Atlantis—the city lost for more than 10,000 years.

Atlantis found in Bermuda Triangle

Two scientists, Paul Weinzweig and Pauline Zalitzki, working off the coast of Cuba and using a robot submersible, have

confirmed that a gigantic city exists at the bottom of the ocean. The site of the ancient city — that includes several sphinxes and

at least four giant pyramids plus other structures — amazingly sits within the boundries of the fabled Bermuda Triangle.

According to a report by arclein of Terra Forming Terra, Cuban Subsea Pyramid Complex, the evidence points to the city being

simultaneously inundated with rising waters and the land sinking into the sea. This correlates exactly with the Atlantis legend.

The disaster may have occurred at the end of the last Ice Age. As the Arctic icecap catastrophically melted it caused sea levels to rise

quickly around the world, especially affecting the Northern Hemisphere. Coast lines changed; land was lost; islands (even island

continents) disappeared.
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The Greek philosopher Plato wrote of lost Atlantis

At the end of last Ice Age sea levels were nearly 400 feet lower than present day levels. Once the waters began to rise, they rose swiftly.

Conceivably, no technology then, or now, could have saved Atlantis from its watery grave. The evidence that land in what’s now the

Caribbean also sank into the sea concurrently seems pretty certain.

Arclein observes: “At the time uplifted portions of the Mid Atlantic Ridge subsided also including Lyonese and the home islands and land

mass around the Azores. Even if that had not happened, this subsidence was amply large enough.

‘Atlantis The Lost Continent’ [Image: MGM Studios]

“This would have produced an orthogonal pressure forcing subsidence to either East or West. Since the ridge between Cuba and

Yucatan is the natural point of weakness between the Gulf subsidence basin and the Caribbean subsidence basin, it naturally subsided

deeply. The driver for all this was the hydrostatic changes brought about by both the original crustal shift of 12,900 years ago that I have

called the Pleistocene Nonconformity and the slow uplift of the Hudson Bay Basin brought about by the ending of the Ice Age.”

Cuban missile crisis stops research

According to journalist Luis Mariano Fernandez the city was first discovered decades ago, but all access to it was stopped during and

after the Cuban Missile Crisis.

An artist reconstruction of the city of Atlantis

“The U.S. government discovered the alleged place during the Cuban missile crisis in the sixties, Nuclear submarines cruising in the Gulf

(in deep sea) met pyramid structures. They immediately shut down the site and took control of him and the objects, in order that it will not

come to Russians hands.”

The science team of deep ocean experts, archaeologists and oceanographers found ruins of ancient buildings 600 feet below the ocean.

They say the city is Atlantis.
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Look carefully, in the muky water a giant pyramid is visible [Image: LMF]

Pyramids and sphinxes bigger than Egypt’s

Evidence that the island of Cuba is the vestige of a once mighty culture is supported by Zalitzki’s discovery on the island of extremely

ancient symbols and pictograms identical to those seen on the underwater structures.

A second giant pyramid photographed by the ROV [Image: LMF]

Using exploration submersibles, they discovered amazingly huge pyramid structures similar to (but larger than) the pyramids in Giza,

Egypt. They estimate the Atlantis pyramids are constructed with stones weighing many hundreds of tons.

Robotic Ocean Vehicle (ROV) being lowered to site [Image: LMF]

Incredibly the ancient city also has magnificent sphinxes and “stones that arranged like Stonehenge, and a written language engraved on

the stones,” reports Fernandez.
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Disclose.tv - Underwater City Off of Cuba Part 2 (An Update)

Crystal Atlantean pyramid also found in the Triangle

Another giant pyramid capped with what looks like a crystal was discovered by divers in the Bermuda Triangle [See: Giant Crystal

Pyramid Discovered In Bermuda Triangle]

The gigantic structure, also perhaps larger than the Great Pyramid of Cheops in Egypt, and initially identified by a doctor in the 1960s,

has been independently verified by diving teams from France and the U.S.

A discovery that rewrites world history

Could such a discovery change Mankind’s view of history? Yes, it could change everything.

Fernandez writes, “It has confirmed that the stones were cut, carved and polished to make them fit together and thus form larger

structures. On the strange inscriptions, some of them similar to Egyptian hieroglyphics, very little is known, except that they are very

abundant and found in almost all parts of the field. They have also appeared symbols and drawings whose meaning is unknown.”

The exploration of Atlantis, called Project Exploramar, is expanding to discover more of the mysteries of the mega-city.

Speaking with a scientist about the possibility that the ruins are indeed Atlantis, Fernandez reports the expert replied:

“…in the Yucatan cultures today is possible that what still remains of the aborigines of those places perhaps the

Olmecs or some very primitive civilization of Yucatan, the northern part of Central America—originated according to

them on an island that sank by a cataclysm. This island is called Atlanticú.”

That too fits the stories about the sudden demise of the wondrous Atlantis.
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Atlanticú. Atlantis. The aboriginal natives still call it that in their history.

Fernandez interviews Pauline Zalitzki about Atlantis [Image: LMF]

During an interview about the exploration of the mega-city, Fernandez asked lead scientist Pauline Zalitzki about the civilaztion that built

it.

“When we published the first news of this finding,” she said, “the University of Veracruz was interested in our work and we had recorded

images of these structures on the seabed. Specifically, the Institute of Anthropology of the University excavations invited me. They were

doing [studies] on parts and ruins of the Olmec civilization.

Sonar images of mega-structures on the seabed [Image: LMF]

“When they saw these submarine images [they] found similarities and parallels with the ruins found in these excavations that the Institute

was undertaking.

Another image of an Atlantean mega-structure [Image: LMF]

“The Olmecs and other native peoples all have primary morphology marking the arrival of this continent. This mean coming from the

direction of Cuba, and had to occur in a very large earthquake where their land sank. Morphologies indicate that they belong to three

families who were saved. One of these families came to the coast of Veracruz, which are supposedly the Olmec. Others came to Central

America and traveled to the Pacific coast, and these families created the civilization of the Americas as we know it today, because they

distributed all their knowledge.
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5 Responses to “Atlantis Found: Giant Sphinxes, Pyramids In Bermuda Triangle

(update)”

Don Ingram said...

November 9, 2012 at 9:25 PM

Dear Luis Mariano Fernandez,

If Plato's Atlantis is anywhere in the Americas, answer me this: How could such a culture send thousands of

troops across the Atlantic Ocean through the eastern end of the Mediterranean Sea to get their bums

whipped by a bunch of Bronze Age Greeks? There is no archaeological or genetic evidence to support this;

and there is a pretty clear picture of technological development in deep time the Old World... Please spare

me.

rock1474 said...

January 23, 2013 at 8:09 AM

Pre-flood people. The sons-of-God from Genesis 6 came down and corrupted mankind. They gave us

weapons etc and I guarentee the writings on those temples match those of the Egyptian pyramids,

stonehedge etc. These sons-of-God, or nephalim are returning for the ultimate battle of good verses evil

ShawnO said...

January 23, 2013 at 9:36 PM

I know that beforeitsnews.com wrote the story, but I will still comment on it. There are a lot of very big

problems with it. I will discuss a few of them. 1st, the great pyramid at Giza is between 450 and 480 feet tall.

That would put it's top only 120-150 below the surface of the water in this area, where the water is 600 ft

deep. Obviously anything larger than the great pyramid would rise nearly to the surface. The photos in this

article show pyramids that are covered by water several times their height, so much so that we cannot even

see the surface. Also, the light that the ROV is shining on a pyramid as is takes a pic of it is illuminating

When these anthropologists saw underwater images of this city, and saw some stone monoliths, some symbol, and inscriptions, they

identified with Olmec motifs. They were very surprised.”

The Olmecs devolved from the survivors of Atlantis, a much superior culture destroyed aft the end of the Ice Age flooding. The world was

reshaped and a super-civilization destroyed, remembered for millennia only in legend and a passing refernce by the philosopher Plato.

But Atlantis was real, is real: scientists Paul Weinzweig and Pauline Zalitzki have found it.

Source: beforeitsnews.com

http://www.disclose.tv
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nearly the entire pyramid. Underwater lights on submersibles such as the one shown in this article do not

have a long range, and would have to be very close to the pyramid to photograph it, meaning we would only

be able to see a very small part of it, unless it was really small, like 20 ft tall or less.

2) The supposed ruins are located between Cuba and the Yucatan Peninsula, which is west of Cuba. This is

not in the Bermuda Triangle as the article says, because the Bermuda Triangle is on the East side of Cuba,

and actually lies a couple hundred miles away from Cuba to the East. That fact destroys a major claim of

the article.

3) If Cuba was part of the culture associated with this alleged city, as claimed by the article, then why didn't

the people simply move to the higher areas of Cuba? Also, why are there no signs of advanced culture on

Cuba other than some symbols carved on rocks?

4) All of the information about the Olmecs and prior cultures that is written in this article is untrue. We have

no clues to the language of the Olmecs or any earlier civilizations, as there are none surviving, and they

were gone long before the Aztecs and Mayans. We cannot read their hieroglyphs. We do not know any of

their myths or legends, because none of their language survives. Unlike the supposed anthropologist said in

the interview in this article, there is no legend of 3 families surviving an earthquake/island disaster, with one

named "Olmec". The Olmec did not call themselves "Olmec". "Olmec" is not an Olmec word (remember, we

don't know any of their language), it is an Aztec word that means "rubber people" and it is what they called

the people living in the Gulf lowlands in the 15th & 16th centuries, 2000 years after the Olmec culture died

out. Archaeologists and anthropologists gave the name "Olmec" to the ancient culture that they later

discovered in that same area.

I think that's enough for now.

Shawn O'Steen, Anthropologist

SlickR said...

January 24, 2013 at 7:19 AM

Good find

Chris Whitton said...

January 25, 2013 at 9:25 AM

What really happened, from what i remember it because i had dreams of this place. Is the crystal pyramid is

a weapon. From what i remember. The gods came here, created us out of blaspheme to mine gold. We

would craft art and objects to present to them as gifts. But the Gods held malevolent intentions to use us are

genetic geniea pigs. Sickness swept the land and the leaders of atlantis realized they the gods created

viruses to mutate our immune system for new blood types and genetic codes.

They were taking our dna and experimenting on us to make better slaves. We realized what they were

doing. So we constructed a weapon that would absorb the immortality of the beings.

When the beings found out they quickly destroyed the city. As i remeber it its very aztec like. Im pleased to

see its exactly like how i remember it. But sadly, this is the reason why aliens are being held from us. And

why they won't admit we are being abducted.

Viruses are left over from atlantis, as well as new ones being created now. I fear for our own ignorance.

How well we rid ourselves of them. I remember standing in front of the purple pyramid, ships decending

from the sky with fire and brimstone. We shot beams of light at them, but the brimestone was to massive

leaving the city in ruins. the weapon never used.

I don't remember seeing a flood tho, the memory wont go that far.
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Christine Siduguen · Suffolk law

Atlantis didn't sink because the ice melted. It sank because men was playing god

creating man made earthquakes and manipulate weather like what haarp is doing

today.

Reply ·  · Like · Follow Post · October 28, 2012 at 7:04am18

Chris A Hooymans ·  Top Commenter · SAIT Polytechnic

How have you come to this conclusion?

Reply ·  · Like · Wednesday at 1:17am4

Alexander Vigh ·  · WDSS

Chris A Hooymans how have u not?

Reply ·  · Like · Wednesday at 3:30am

Follow

9

James Taylor ·  · University of South Dakota

Probably because Chris is not a complete idiot who equates natural

occurring disasters with the wraith of amoral, jealous and petty deities.

That could be one reason he hasn't Alexander Vigh.

Reply ·  · Like · 23 hours ago

Follow

1

Branden Durden · Beta Eta Kappa Chapter (Phi Theta Kappa; GPC Newton)

We finally found Atlantis? Hell yes!

Reply ·  · Like · Follow Post · Yesterday at 5:02am2

Susie Lynn

Lets go!!!!

Reply ·  · Like · Yesterday at 10:40am2

Kirk Covert · Senior Consultant Solution Developer at Ciber

Nearly all legends have some basis derived from fact(s). There is a preponderance of

legends regarding Atlantis, enough so that given so many Legends it nearly assures us

that Atlantis existed. Likewise it seems reasonable that verifying the facts behind the

legends has been more difficult because it existed below the now risen water levels.

Whatever it means to mankind I hope we can get to the facts below time erodes that

possibility.

Reply ·  · Like · Follow Post · October 5, 2012 at 8:28pm8

Renee Boerema Covert · 

I read something about this... nat geo maybe

Reply ·  · Like · October 5, 2012 at 9:21pm

Follow

1

Maggie K. Steck ·  · Owner/ President at Mags-A-Million, Inc.

Are you like an Atlantis Cheesehead Renee?

Reply · Like · October 8, 2012 at 10:54pm

Follow

Dan Johnson

Kirk, your 'preponderance of legends' comes from ONE source. Plato.

That's it. If you know of ANY other Atlantis legends, please let us know.

Reply ·  · Like · Yesterday at 12:49pm1

Frances J Reid · Calderdale College

Atlantis found how exciting cant wait to see more!

Reply ·  · Like · Follow Post · October 5, 2012 at 12:43pm8

Stian Alexander Gaustadnes ·  Top Commenter · Norwegian University of Science

and Technology (NTNU)

Atlantis found and you require an alternative website and youtube to publish your

findings? Open your eyes people.

Basic research education teach you to not jump to conclusions(Should be first

semester material for most), which is exactly what the scientists mentioned in the

article here are doing. It is nice to dream, but these people earn money on

exaggerating findings so much that they become lies.

Reply ·  · Like · Follow Post · November 6, 2012 at 2:51am5

Angel A Fundora

http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2002/05/

0528_020528_sunkencities.html

Reply ·  · Like · December 30, 2012 at 9:21am2

Kyle Dornan · Joliet Junior College

Man is God.

Reply ·  · Like · Follow Post · October 8, 2012 at 9:43pm6

Jason Castillo · Minooka Community High School

Crazy some of the things you post

Reply · Like · October 8, 2012 at 10:13pm

Kyle Dornan · Joliet Junior College

I didn't even mean to post this, actually.

Reply ·  · Like · October 9, 2012 at 8:56pm1
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